A refreshing way to buy your new electronic test equipment

Agilent EasyRent makes it easy to get your hands on the equipment you need now, whilst you wait for release of Capex later. You get the new equipment you need, rent it for six months and then buy discounted, extend the rental, or hand it back!

Crystal clear and refreshingly simple

It’s ideal when you have a lengthy sign-off process or need to wait for release of new Capex, without delaying your work. It also allows you to get new technology and keep flexibility to buy later, extend the rental or simply return.

You’ll also get fast response as many configurations are ready to ship. See inside for more details, call the relevant number or visit www.agilent.com/find/easyrent

What makes EasyRent! unique

• It’s for brand new equipment configured to your exact needs.
• It’s transparent and upfront – clear rates (5%), clear rebate (50%).
• It’s competitive.
• It’s fast – many popular configurations ready to ship.
• You can extend month by month indefinitely and your 50% rebate continues.
• It comes from Agilent and its Premier Rental Partner Microlease as brands you can trust to deliver.

What EasyRent! lets you do

• Get the new equipment you need.
• Get on with using it without waiting for Capex approval.
• Spread costs.
• Keep flexibility in case things change.

The benefits you get

• Access to new technology in an affordable manner.
• Delay and save Capex as Rentals are Operating Expenditure (Opex).
• Faster deployment – popular configurations are pre-ordered ready to ship.
• Engineers working with the latest technology.

Crystal clear and refreshingly simple

Introducing the easy route to the right test equipment
Getting the new equipment you need can be straightforward but there are also times when things aren’t pure and simple. You may need to wait for new Capital Expenditure (Capex), or you may simply want to get on whilst waiting for sign-off. You may just want the option to use a new product for a while and have the flexibility to decide what to do later.

Now there’s a simple, transparent and fresh way to do this. Agilent has teamed up with rental specialist and Premier Rental Partner Microlease to give you EasyRent.

How it works.

- **Rent** for six months at 5% of list per month - clear.
- **After six months** you can:
  - **Buy** with a rebate of 50% of all rentals paid - clear.
  - **Keep on Renting** month by month on the same basis as before.
  - **Return** the equipment with no further commitment.

It’s that easy.

You’ll also save Capex, spread costs and keep flexibility for the future.

What’s more – it’s fast – there are pre-ordered units with popular configurations ready to ship!

The Equipment

- All equipment is new.
- You can specify the exact configuration you require.
- Standard Agilent warranty applies from the start.
- Available on a selected range of test equipment. Speak to your Agilent Representative for full details.

The Service

- Simply contact Agilent about the equipment you need.
- The equipment will be supplied by Agilent’s Premier Rental Partner Microlease.
- You’ll get the equipment fast, as many configurations are available from stock.

Ideal when…..

- You want to deploy new technology now but need time to prepare the justifications and Capex sign-off.
- You want to keep some flexibility in the future in case things change.

The Equipment

- All equipment is new.
- You can specify the exact configuration you require.
- Standard Agilent warranty applies from the start.
- Available on a selected range of test equipment. Speak to your Agilent Representative for full details.

The Service

- Simply contact Agilent about the equipment you need.
- The equipment will be supplied by Agilent’s Premier Rental Partner Microlease.
- You’ll get the equipment fast, as many configurations are available from stock.